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BACKGROUND

Label-free technologies such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy form a core component of bioanalytical

and biopharmaceutical research. SPR also plays a key role in DNA sensors and for disease diagnosis. Plasmonic film

used in manufacturing sensor substrates for these analyses has been limited to gold. While there are other materials with

excellent plasmonic properties, little work with demonstrated practical prototypes exists that take advantage of this

potential.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Prof. Quan Cheng and colleagues from the University of California, Riverside have developed aluminum (Al)

microchips for highly sensitive SPR detection of bioanalytical targets. This technology allows for determination of

binding kinetics of drug targets and disease marker detection. In addition to applications for SPR, these Al microchips

enable other surface-based techniques such as enhanced Raman spectroscopy and MALDI-MS for direct pathogen

identification.

Compared to traditional gold substrates, Al has a broad range of advantages. It is more plasmonically active, leading to

high optical sensitivity, and it is chemically flexible for design of various analytical platforms. Al also has several

manufacturing benefits that make it commercially appealing when compared to gold, such as higher abundance, lower

cost, and simple integration into existing manufacturing processes such as CMOS.
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Fig 1: (Top) Fabrication of aluminum microchips. (Bottom) Aluminum demonstrates a high theoretical and practical plasmonic activity

correlating to a higher detection sensitivity for biological targets.

 

APPLICATIONS

▶ For use as a microchip for biopharmaceutical study of molecular interactions compatible with industry standard

instrumentation

▶ For use as a microchip in biosensing techniques for food safety and disease diagnosis
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